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Microphone arrays consisting of sensors mounted on the surface of a rigid,

spherical scatterer are popular tools for the capture and binaural reproduction

of spatial sound scenes. However, microphone arrays with a perfectly spherical

body and uniformly distributed microphones are often impractical for the

consumer sector, in which microphone arrays are generally mounted on

mobile and wearable devices of arbitrary geometries. Therefore, the binaural

reproduction of sound fields captured with arbitrarily shaped microphone arrays

has become an important field of research. In this work, we present a comparison

of methods for the binaural reproduction of sound fields captured with non-

spherical microphone arrays. First, we evaluated equatorial microphone arrays

(EMAs), where the microphones are distributed on an equatorial contour of a rigid,

spherical 1. Second, we evaluated a microphone array with six microphones

mounted on a pair of glasses. Using these two arrays, we conducted two

listening experiments comparing four rendering methods based on acoustic

scenes captured in different rooms2. The evaluation includes a microphone-

based stereo approach (sAB stereo), a beamforming-based stereo approach

(sXY stereo), beamforming-based binaural reproduction (BFBR), and BFBR with

binaural signal matching (BSM). Additionally, the perceptual evaluation included

binaural Ambisonics renderings, which were based on measurements with

spherical microphone arrays. In the EMA experiment we included a fourth-

order Ambisonics rendering, while in the glasses array experiment we included

a second-order Ambisonics rendering. In both listening experiments in which

participants compared all approaches with a dummy head recording we applied

non-head-tracked binaural synthesis, with sound sources only in the horizontal

plane. The perceived differenceswere rated separately for the attributes timbre and

spaciousness. Results suggest that most approaches perform similarly to the

Ambisonics rendering. Overall, BSM, and microphone-based stereo were rated

the best for EMAs, and BFBR and microphone-based stereo for the glasses array.
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1 Introduction

With the growing number of virtual and augmented reality

(AR/VR) applications, capture and immersive reproduction of

sound scenes has become increasingly popular. Microphone

arrays facilitate the spatial capture of a sound field and its

subsequent reproduction, either over loudspeakers or

binaurally for a single listener over headphones. In binaural

reproduction, which is the focus of this work, the use of

microphone arrays offers multiple advantages over dummy

head recordings. For instance, arbitrary head orientation can

be synthesised and individual head-related transfer functions

(HRTFs) can easily be integrated, while performing the signal

processing in real-time (Helmholz et al., 2019; McCormack and

Politis, 2019), making microphone arrays flexible tools. In

particular, spherical microphone arrays (SMAs) are favorable

array configurations for sound field capture and spatial

reproduction. The symmetric spherical body and the

uniformly distributed microphones enable encoding the sound

field into Ambisonics signals using the spherical harmonics (SH)

transform and radial filtering. This process is denoted as SH

beamforming. Thereby, the number of microphones determines

the highest SH order, and hence, the highest spatial resolution of

the encoded sound field. Together with a set of HRTFs, the

Ambisonics signals can then be decoded into binaural signals.

Ambisonics encoding and (binaural) decoding have been

extensively researched in recent years (Avni et al., 2013;

Bernschütz, 2016; Zotter and Frank, 2019) and together form

a well established spatial-audio format.

So far, microphone arrays with a perfectly spherical body and

with a large number of microphones are only available on

dedicated hardware, such as the Eigenmike (Meyer and Elko,

2002), Zylia array (Zylia Sp. z o.o., 2022), or several first-order

Ambisonics microphones, such as the Ambeo Sennheiser

electronic GmbH & Co. KG (2022), or TetraMic Core Sound

(2022a). The integration of microphone arrays into existing

consumer electronic devices, such as AR glasses, smartphones,

or any other wearable devices, could open up an interesting field

of AR and VR applications. For example, by mounting several

microphones on a pair of glasses, the wearer could capture the

sound field from their perspective and then reproduce it spatially.

However, implementing microphone arrays with perfectly

spherical configurations and with many microphones on

consumer devices can be challenging. When using such non-

spherical microphone arrays without uniform sampling,

encoding the captured sound field into Ambisonics signals

using the discrete SH transform may suffer from ill-

conditioning problems Rafaely (2008, 2015); Reddy and

Hegde (2017). Alternative approaches for the binaural

reproduction of non-spherical array configurations are

therefore required. Several approaches have been proposed in

the literature and are reviewed below.

One approach that is not limited to spherical arrays is

beamforming-based binaural reproduction (BFBR)

(Duraiswami et al., 2005; O’Donovan et al., 2008), which

applies a similar concept to Ambisonics decoding of SMAs.

The sound field is decomposed into components impinging

from different directions with a set of beamformers. Each

component is then convolved with an HRTF from the

corresponding direction. The summation of all convolved

sound field components yields the binaural signals to which

the listener would be exposed at the place of the microphone

array. Depending on the array configuration, the beamforming

filters can be calculated based on analytically derived or

measured array steering vectors, which describe the anechoic

array transfer functions from surrounding far-field sound

sources to the microphone array. For SMAs, BFBR and

Ambisonics can lead to identical results. Ifergan (2020)

showed under which conditions BFBR and Ambisonics

converge to the same solution and presented a theoretical

framework for the design of beamformers for spherical and

circular arrays.

Recently, Madmoni et al. (2020) introduced a BFBR method

with binaural signal matching (BSM). It extends the BFBR

method and directly incorporates the HRTFs into the

beamformer coefficients. Applying filter and sum

beamforming for each ear, it separately estimates the binaural

signals from the array signals directly with a minimum mean

square error metric. Rasumow et al. (2011, 2017) introduced a

similar approach denoted as the virtual artificial head. Although

they developed it for a planar array without a rigid scatterer, it

follows the same filter and sum beamformer principle. A

comprehensive comparison of different regularization methods

for design of these filters is presented by Rasumow et al. (2016).

Calamia et al. (2017) also proposed both BFBR and BSM

approaches for use with a microphone array distributed over

the surface of a helmet.

Ahrens et al. (2021c) introduced a method to analytically

derive Ambisonics signals from capture with equatorial

microphone arrays (EMAs), which are spherical-rigid bodies

with microphones only along the equator. In Ahrens et al.

(2021a,b), the authors extended the method for arrays with

nearly, rather than perfectly, circular geometries (eXMAs).

The basic idea is to bypass the SH transform with a linear

combination of the microphone signals, and to pre-calculate

frequency-dependent weights. These weights can also be

calculated with a set of steering vectors. Hence, this approach

can be regarded as a beamformer whose outputs are SH signals. A
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similar idea was presented in Tourbabin and Rafaely (2015), who

introduced a beamformer whose output is first-order Ambisonics

signals (SH signals after radial filtering). Although the eXMA

approach is a promising method, at the time of this work, eXMA

was still in the optimization phase and is thus not further

evaluated in this study.

A less complex approach is motion-tracked-binaural

reproduction (MTB) (Algazi et al., 2004; Ackermann et al.,

2020). The signals of a pair of opposite (antipodal)

microphones of an EMA are directly used as so-called

pseudobinaural signals. Different head orientations can be

synthesized by interpolation between neighbouring

microphone signals. Time differences and scattering effects

due to the spherical body between the microphones ensure

good restoration of interaural level and time differences (ILDs

and ITDs) without HRTF processing. However, no pinnae cues

can be synthesized, leading to a loss of high frequency spatial

details. Moreover, the absence of pinnae cues complicates the

localization of elevated sources, and can lead to front-back

confusions Algazi et al. (2004). In static (non-head-tracked)

binaural synthesis, this approach can be regarded as

microphone-based stereo. Another stereo approach is XY

stereo. Two microphones with cardioid directivity patterns are

placed nearly collocated at 90° to each other. ILDs caused by the

directivities create a spatial image on the reproduction side. Since

the microphones are collocated, XY stereo does not produce any

time differences between both channels, and thus can hardly

synthesise ITDs. Employing two beamformers and steering to

(ϕ = 45°, θ = 90°) and (ϕ = 315°, θ = 90°) can emulate XY

microphony with microphone arrays.1.

All of these approaches have the potential to recreate a spatial

image of the captured sound field. This work presents a

perceptual comparison of BFBR, BSM, AB stereo, and XY

stereo. We conducted two comparative listening experiments

with static non-head-tracked binaural synthesis based on the

Multiple Stimulus with Hidden Reference and Anchor

(MUSHRA) paradigm. BFBR and BSM have mainly been

investigated for spherical or circular array configurations

(Duraiswami et al., 2005; O’Donovan et al., 2008; Ifergan,

2020; Madmoni et al., 2021). In this work, we are interested

in evaluating arbitrary array configurations. Thus, in a first

experiment, we evaluated the approaches with capture from

EMAs with six and eight microphones. In a second

experiment, we evaluated a microphone array with six

microphones mounted on a pair of glasses, as an example of a

compact consumer array. To compare the performance of the

approaches to the established Ambisonics decoding approach, in

both experiments, we also included renderings from capture with

consumer SMAs: in Experiment 1, fourth-order Ambisonics

renderings based on Eigenmike capture (Meyer and Elko,

2002); in Experiment 2, second-order renderings based on

OctoMic capture (Core Sound, 2022b).

2 Materials and methods

This section introduces the microphone arrays and the data

used for quantitative and perceptual evaluation. Furthermore, it

presents an overview of the fundamental theory of the binaural

rendering approaches.

2.1 Employed microphone array data

We chose to evaluate the approaches based on two different

array configurations, which are introduced in the following

sections.

2.1.1 Equatorial microphone array data
In the first step, we examine EMAs. EMAs are the first

degradation step from perfectly spherical arrays to arbitrarily

shaped arrays. They are easily reproducible array configurations

that were evaluated in comparable studies such as Madmoni et al.

(2021) or Ahrens et al. (2021c) and therefore well suited for a

comparison of the approaches. We decide to use EMAs with six

and eight microphones to be comparable to the glasses array. The

EMA data are based on the spatial impulse response database of

Stade et al. (2012), which contains impulse responses for SMAs

with 29th-order Lebedev grids in four different rooms with

varying reverberation times. SH interpolation at N = 29

affords nearly artifact-free spatial resampling of the data to

EMA grids with six and eight microphones, denoted as

FIGURE 1
Microphone distribution of the EMA with six microphones
(left) and eight microphones (right); Both have a center
microphone exactly in the front (the direction of the arrow). The
microphones used for AB stereo are indicated with “A” and
“B”. Only the EMA with eight microphones has microphones at
ϕ =90° and ϕ =270°.

1 Throughout this article, ϕ ∈ [0°, 360°) denotes the azimuth angle, and θ ∈
[0°, 180°] the colatitude angle.
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EMA6 and EMA8 in the following. The exact sampling is

depicted in Figure 1. The array steering vectors V(ω) used for

calculating the beamforming filters were analytically simulated

with the SOFiA toolbox (Bernschütz et al., 2012) for

1730 surrounding source positions on a N = 35 Lebedev grid.

For the BFBR, BSM, and Ambisonics rendering we employed

Neumann KU100 HRTFs (Bernschütz, 2013).

2.1.2 Glasses microphone array data
In the second experiment, we evaluated the performance of

the approaches with capture from a wearable microphone array.

For this we used impulse response measurements from a 6-

microphone array mounted on a pair of glasses. During the

measurements, the glasses array was mounted on a KEMAR

dummy head. Like the EMAs, the array has a center microphone

exactly in the front. Two microphones are at the back of the

temple arms, one at the right temple arm, and two more on the

front frame of the glasses. A rough diagram of the microphone

positions on the glasses array is depicted in Figure 2. The steering

vectors were measured in anechoic conditions for

1,020 uniformly distributed surrounding sound sources in the

same fashion as presented in Donley et al. (2021). Since we only

had a binaural reference measured with a KEMAR dummy head

for the glasses array data, for the BFBR, BSM, and Ambisonics

rendering we employed KEMAR HRTFs (Cuevas-Rodriguez

et al., 2019).

2.1.3 Spherical microphone array data
For the comparative Ambisonics renderings in the

quantitative and perceptual evaluation, we employed SMA

impulse responses measured under the exact same conditions

as for the EMAs and glasses array. For comparison with the EMA

renderings, we decided to render capture from an Eigenmike at

the fourth order. Since the employed database only includes 29th

order SMA measurements, we again applied resampling in the

SH domain at N = 29 to the 32-microphone Eigenmike sampling

scheme. It should be mentioned that the resampled signals have

the same sampling grid as the original Eigenmike measurements.

However, the radius of the original SMA (0.0875 m) cannot be

adjusted to that of the Eigenmike (0.042 m), leading to slightly

different aliasing effects. For comparison to the glasses array, we

rendered 8-channel OctoMic data of the second order.

2.2 Rendering approaches

2.2.1 Beamforming-based binaural reproduction
The general idea of the BFBR approach is to filter and sum

each microphone signal x(ω) � [x1(ω), . . . , xM(ω)]T with the

beamforming filters c(ω) � [c1(ω), . . . , cM(ω)]T

z ω( ) � cHx ω( ), (1)

where ω is the angular frequency, M is the number of

microphones on the array surface, and z(ω) is the frequency

dependent beamformer output for a specific direction. The

beamforming filters can be calculated analytically as is

typically done for spherical beamforming (Duraiswami et al.,

2005; O’Donovan et al., 2008; Song et al., 2011), or calculated

with measured steering vectors V(ω). In this work, we employed

Maximum Directivity (MD) beamformers calculated according

to (Donley et al., 2021, eq. (1)–(4). MD beamformers maximize

the directivity index for the respective direction. Steering

multiple beams to uniformly distributed directions into the

FIGURE 2
A diagram of the glasses array and its approximate
microphone positions. The array has one microphone exactly at
the front (4), two at the back of the temple arms used for AB stereo,
one additional microphone at the right temple arm (1), and
two at the front of the glasses frame. This figure and the
microphone positions are not a depiction of any current or future
product.

FIGURE 3
Magnitude spectra of frontal binaural signals rendered with
BFBR with different numbers of beams, based on a single plane
wave impinging on an EMA6 from the frontal direction.
Additionally, a frontal HRTF of a KU100 dummy head for the
frontal direction is depicted. The BFBR signals were calculatedwith
12, 32, 240, and 1730 uniformly distributed beams.
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sound field, convolving each with an HRTF for the

corresponding direction, and summing up, yields the binaural

signals b(ω)l,r. Several design parameters influence the

performance of BFBR. For spherical and cylindrical arrays,

Ifergan (2020) presented a framework for BFBR design. A

crucial design parameter is the number of beams, which was

further investigated in Ifergan and Rafaely (2022). A large

number of beams leads to an overlap and thus to a spatial

low-pass characteristic. Too few beams leads to poor spatial

resolution and loudness instabilities. This is illustrated in

Figure 3, which shows binaural signals calculated with the

BFBR method from simulated array signals of a single plane

wave impinging on an EMA6 from the frontal direction. The

BFBR method was performed with different numbers of beams,

which are indicated with different colors. Additionally, the

frontal HRTF is depicted as the dashed black line. The figure

shows that with increasing the number of beams, the spectral

roll-off compared to the frontal HRTF increases. In this work, we

used 32 uniformly distributed MD beams for binaural

reproduction, as preliminary listening tests demonstrated the

best results for our array geometries. The spectral roll-off was

equalized with a minimum phase filter, which compensates for

the deviation of the transfer function of a reference microphone

from the transfer function of the BFBR output from a single plane

wave impinging on the array from the frontal direction.

2.2.2 Beamforming-based binaural reproduction
with matching of binaural signals

Similar to regular BFBR, for BSM the array signals x(ω) are

filtered and summed with pre-calculated filters c(ω)l,r

b ω( )l,r � c ω( )l,r[ ]Hx ω( ), (2)

leading to the binaural signals b(ω)l,r. Here, one set of filter

coefficients is required for each ear separately. To calculate the

BSM filters it is assumed that the sound field consists of L

acoustic events (sound sources) s(ω) � [s1(ω), . . . , sL(ω)]T.
Hence, the binaural signals a listener would be exposed to in

the sound field are

p ω( )l,r � h ω( )l,r[ ]Ts ω( ), (3)

with hl,r � [h1(ω)l,r, . . . , hL(ω)l,r]T being the HRTFs for the

directions of the sound sources s. The BSM filters can be

calculated by minimizing the error

ϵl,r � E |p ω( )l,r − b ω( )l,r|2( ). (4)

The mathematical derivation of this optimization problem is

presented in Madmoni et al. (2020, 2021). For higher

reproduction accuracy towards higher frequencies, we applied

the optimization only with respect to the magnitude, starting at a

transition frequency of 1.5 kHz. This already showed significant

improvements for Ambisonics decoding (Schörkhuber et al.,

2018; Lübeck et al., 2020; Ben-hur et al., 2021). One design

parameter for BSM filters is the number of sound sources L

(steering vectors) used for the calculation of the filters. Madmoni

et al. (2020) showed that a number of L = 240 leads to

perceptually good results, which is why we also decided to use

a subset of 240 steering vectors. Moreover, the exact positions of

the microphones on the array surface are distinctive parameters

for BSM. As shown in Madmoni et al. (2021) for static

reproduction, it is favourable to use microphone locations

close to the positions of the listener’s ears, while for dynamic

binaural synthesis, uniform distribution of the microphones

along the equator has advantages. In our study, both EMAs

have uniformly distributed microphones. However, only the

EMA8 has microphones exactly at ϕ = 90° and ϕ = 270°. On

the glasses array, the microphones closest to the ears are on the

back of the glasses’ temple arms.

2.2.3 Stereo approaches
For the AB stereo approach, we directly used the impulse

responses of the AB microphones without any processing or

equalization. The AB microphones on the EMAs are depicted in

Figure 1. Again, it is worth mentioning that the EMA8 has

microphones at ϕ = 90° and ϕ = 270°, while the EMA6 does not.

For the glasses array case, we used the microphones on the

temple arms of the glasses (labeled A and B in Figure 2).

For XY stereo, we employed twoMD beamformers, as used for

the BFBR renderings, steering to (ϕ = 45°, θ = 90°) and (ϕ = 315°,

θ = 90°). Since the beams originate from the center of the array, the

beamforming-based XY stereo also can hardly produce any ITD

cues. Similar to AB stereo, we did not apply any post-processing or

equalization. We adapted both methods from the stereo recording

with microphones. To emphasize that we simulated these

techniques with microphone arrays, we refer to them as sAB

(simulated AB) and sXY (simulated XY) in the following.

2.2.4 Ambisonics
The comparative Ambisonics renderings were calculated

with

b ω( )l,r � ∑N
n�0

∑n
m�−n

Anm ω( )Hl,r
nm, (5)

where Anm are the Ambisonics signals of the SMA, Hnm are the

SH coefficients of the employed HRTF set, and N is the SH

rendering order. The Ambisonics signals from the resampled

Eigenmike data were calculated by transforming to the SH

domain and radial filtering with 30 dB soft-limited radial

filters from the SOFiA toolbox (Bernschütz et al., 2011b,a).

The Ambisonics signals of the OctoMic data were directly

obtained from the VST plugin VVOctoEncode1. For the

Ambisonics renderings in the perceptual evaluation, we

2 https://www.vvaudio.com/landing/VVOctoEncode_OctoMic.
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applied Magnitude Least-Squares (MagLS) optimization to the

HRTFs, as proposed by Schörkhuber et al. (2018) and Zotter and

Frank (2019).

3 Quantitative evaluation

For quantitative evaluation, we considered single plane waves

impinging on the microphone arrays. First, we analyzed the

restoration of the interaural cues. Since we applied static binaural

synthesis in the perceptual evaluation for ITD and ILD analysis,

we did not synthesize binaural signals for different head

orientations. The ITD and ILD analysis is based on the single

plane wave, impinging on the microphone array from

360 directions in the horizontal plane in steps of 1° (0° < =

ϕ < 360°, θ = 90°). For the EMAs and the comparative Eigenmike

renderings, we simulated the impinging plane waves, just as with

the ATF set. For the glasses and the OctoMic array, we used array

impulse responses measured with loudspeakers with a distance of

1.53 m in anechoic conditions with exponential sine sweeps,

which fairly approximates plane waves. As the reference, for

both array types, we directly used HRTFs for the corresponding

directions from the respective database - for the EMAs the

KU100 HRTFs (Bernschütz, 2013), for the glasses array, the

KEMAR HRTFs (Cuevas-Rodriguez et al., 2019). For each

impinging plane wave we applied the BFBR, BSM, sAB, and

sXY renderings. Additionally, we synthesized Ambisonics

renderings according to Eq. (5). The ITDs were calculated

according to Kulkarni et al. (1999) and the ILDs as the ratio

between the energies of the left and right ear signals. ILDs are

generally highly frequency dependent, and hence, the

interpretation of the ILDs must be done with reservation.

Figure 4 depicts the ITDs in ms and the ILDs in dB of the

EMA6 as functions of the sound incidence directions (x-axis).

Additionally, the ILDs and ITDs of the KU100 HRTFs are

depicted by the black dashed line as a reference. The ITD

curve of the Ambisonics rendering matches the reference

curve quite well, followed by the curves for BSM and sAB

stereo. sXY stereo produces some notable excursions and

seems to perform the worst. This supports the assumption

that beamforming-based XY stereo can hardly synthesize

ITDs. For the ILDs, sAB stereo matches the reference curve

the best, whereas BSM and Ambisonics perform similarily to

each other, but with larger underestimates. The ILD curve of sXY

stereo exhibits some outliers, specifically near 45° and 315°. Both

BFBR and sXY ILD curves are very jagged. This might be due to

the beams calculated with few microphones which exhibit side-

lobes. In contrast the BSM or Ambisonics ILD curves are quite

smooth.

Figure 5 depicts the ITD and ILD errors with respect to the

dummy-head reference. Additionally, it shows the

corresponding just notable differences (JNDs) of ITDs and

ILDs, which are indicated as the gray shaded area. The JNDs of

the ITDs are a function of the reference ITD and were shown

to be about 20 μs in the front (Mossop and Culling, 1997), and

100 μs for lateral sound incidence (Mossop and Culling, 1997;

Andreopoulou and Katz, 2017). For the ILDs the figure shows

a broadband JND of 1 dB according to (Yost and Dye, 1988;

Mills, 1960; Blauert, 1996, ch. 2). The figures indicate that

BSM and Ambisonics ITDs are mostly below the JND. BFBR

and sAB stereo notably exceed the JND at 90° and 270°. The

ILD errors of all approaches are clearly above the JND for

most directions. Comparing with the ILDs and ITDs of the

EMA8 (Figure 6) shows that Ambisonics, BSM, and BFBR

perform comparably to the EMA6, for both metrics. The sAB

stereo ILD curves of the EMA8 are notably shifted compared

to the curve of the EMA6, and match the reference curve quite

well. This is due to the different positions of the sAB

FIGURE 4
ITDs and ILDs of the EMA6 array using different binaural reproduction approaches. The reference values (black dashed lines) were calculated
from the KU100 HRTFs.
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FIGURE 5
ITD and ILD errors of the EMA6 array using different binaural reproduction approaches. The shaded gray areas represent JNDs.

FIGURE 6
ITDs and ILDs of the EMA8 array using different binaural reproduction approaches. The reference values (black dashed lines) were calculated
from the KU100 HRTFs.

FIGURE 7
ITD and ILD errors for the EMA8 array using different binaural reproduction approaches. The shaded gray areas represent JNDs.
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microphones, and is also supported by Figure 7 depicting the

ITD and ILD errors of the EMA8. sXY stereo still performs the

worst. sAB and BSM both exhibit a dip at the top of the ILD

curve at around 90° and 270°, which can also slightly be seen in

the reference curve. Interestingly, for the EMA6 this dip can

only be seen in the sAB curve.

The ILDs and ITDs of the glasses array are depicted in

Figure 8. Since the array transfer functions from the glasses

array were only available for 60 directions in the horizontal

plane, we linearly interpolated the ITDs and ILDs to the same

360 directions used for the EMA analyses for Figures 8, 9. Figure 8

shows that the ITD and ILD curves are not exactly symmetric,

unlike the curves for the EMAs. This is due to the non-symmetric

distribution of the microphones on the glasses array. This is most

clearly visible in the sXY stereo curve, which again, has a notable

excursion near 270°. For the glasses array, BSM performs better

than the N = 2 Ambisonics rendering and matches the reference

curve quite well. Whereas for the EMA6 BSM produces slightly

underestimates in the ITD curve, for the glasses array it produces

slightly larger ITDs compared to the reference. sAB stereo lead to

similar ITD curve as BSM. BFBR and Ambisonics perform

comparably but notably worse than sAB and BSM. For the

ILDs, BSM also performs better than Ambisonics; however,

sAB stereo seems to match the reference curve the best. The

ITD errors in Figure 9 show that BSM is still below the JND for

most of the incidence directions. Interestingly, both stereo

approaches have smaller ITD errors for the glasses array

compared to the EMAs. BFBR produces errors above the ITD

JND for 90° and 270°. In the ILD error curve no systematic

difference compared to the EMAs can be observed.

Next, we analyzed the spectral differences in the form of the

averaged differences of the magnitude spectra, calculated with

FIGURE 8
ILDs and ITDs of the glasses array using different binaural reproduction approaches. The reference values (black dashed lines) were calculated
from the KEMAR HRTFs.

FIGURE 9
ITD and ILD errors for the glasses array using different binaural reproduction approaches. The shaded gray areas represent JNDs.
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ΔG ω( ) � 1
Nd

∑
Ωd

20 log10
|bref ω,Ωd( )|
|b ω,Ωd( )|( ), (6)

where bref are the reference binaural signals, and Ωd is the set of

Nd directions of the binaural signals (where Ωd is a set of

360 directions in the horizontal plane in steps of 1°).

Figure 10 depicts the spectral differences of the EMA6 and

shows that Ambisonics and BSM lead to similar differences.

While Ambisonics performs better near 1 kHz, BSM performs

better at higher frequencies. BFBR leads to slightly larger errors

than BSM at 1 kHz, but performs equivalently at higher

frequencies. sXY stereo leads to notable differences even at

frequencies up to 1.1 kHz, which matches the findings from

the ILD/ITD figures. The largest magnitude errors are at

frequencies above 10 kHz for both stereo approaches, most

probably due to the lack of pinnae cues.

Figure 11 depicts the average magnitude differences of the

binaural signals calculated from the glasses array capture. The

figure clearly shows that the magnitude differences are higher

than for the EMAs. Again, the highest errors can be observed for

the sXY stereo renderings. The magnitude differences of the BSM

and the Ambisonics renderings are the lowest. The differences of

BSM are below 10 dB for almost all frequencies. The differences

for Ambisonics clearly increase above approximately 16 kHz.

The figure shows a similar trend as with the EMAs, that is, that

BSM has larger magnitude differences at lower frequencies

compared to Ambisonics, but similar or even lower errors at

higher frequencies. Different from the EMAs, for the glasses

array, BFBR has larger magnitude errors for nearly all frequencies

compared to BSM and Ambisonics. Again, the errors of both

stereo curves increase at very high frequencies.

4 EXPERIMENT 1: Equatorial
microphone array

The quantitative evaluation suggests that BSM and sAB

stereo can lead to similar perceptual results to the Ambisonics

renderings. To evaluate this hypothesis, we conducted two

comparative listening experiments. In Experiment 1, we

evaluated the EMAs. The second experiment, with the glasses

microphone array, is described below in Section 5.

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Stimuli
We used the SMA data measured in the dry studio room

control room 1 (CR1) with a reverberation time of RT60 = 0.25 s

(at 1 kHz) and a source distance of 2.4 m, and the SMA data

measured in a concert hall small broadcast studio (SBS) with

RT60 = 1 s (at 1 kHz) and a source distance of 6 m, from the

database compiled by Stade et al. (2012). We resampled the SMA

signals as described in Section 2 for the EMA6, the EMA8, and

the Eigenmike sampling scheme. From the EMA6 and

EMA8 arrays we then synthesized binaural room impulse

responses (BRIRs) with the BFBR, BSM, sAB stereo, and sXY

stereo methods and, additionally, fourth-order Ambisonics

decodings with MagLS optimization from the Eigenmike array

signals. As anechoic test signals, we used a basic acoustic drum kit

(basedrum, snare, hi-hat) and a speech sample. The employed

database also includes BRIRs measured with a Neumann

KU100 dummy head used as the binaural reference in the

experiment. All stimuli were matched in loudness according

to ITU-R BS.1770-4 (2015).

4.1.2 Paradigm
We used a test design based on the Multiple Stimulus with

Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) paradigm proposed

by ITU-R BS.1534-3 (2015), which enables comparing multiple

stimuli directly. In our case, the participants’ task was to rate the

differences of the renderings compared to a binaural reference.

The paradigm consisted of several blocks of comparisons

presented as screens/pages within the software. For each

MUSHRA screen/page, the five renderings BFBR, BSM, sAB,

sXY, and Ambisonics, as well as the hidden reference and the

FIGURE 10
Magnitude differences for the EMA6.

FIGURE 11
Magnitude differences for the glasses array.
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reference indicated as such, were presented. Contrary to the

recommendation of the ITU, we did not include an anchor. The

participants were provided with a graphical user interface (GUI)

which displayed sliders for each stimulus ranging from 0 to 100.

Further, we did not ask for the overall quality compared to the

reference, but for the perceived differences in terms of timbre or

spaciousness. Accordingly, the sliders were labeled with “Huge”,

“Significant”, “Moderate”, “Small”, and “No”, adapted from the

MUSHRA experiment in Lübeck et al. (2020). Differences in the

timbre are related to any differences in coloration. Differences in

the spaciousness are related to any spatial differences, like

perceived source position, source distance, externalization, or

the source width. In the experiment, participants rated eight

MUSHRA pages in total: EMA6 in the CR1 with the speech

signal, EMA6 in the CR1 with the drums test signal, EMA8 in

CR1 with the drums signal, and EMA6 in the SBS with the drums

signal. These factor combinations were repeated for the two

metrics, timbre and spatial differences. We did not set up a

complete factorial design with all factor combinations to avoid

the experiment being too long. At the beginning of the

experiment, participants conducted training consisting of user

interface familiarization and signal familiarization.

4.1.3 Participants
19 participants took part in the experiment. Most of whom

were staff of the audio group at Reality Labs Research at Meta;

none reported any hearing issues.

4.1.4 Setup
The experiment was conducted in remote settings. It was

implemented in Matlab and shared with each participant, who

conducted the test with their own equipment, i.e., their PC or

Mac, audio device, and headphones. We recommended the use of

Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro headphones, which where used by

15 participants. According to the choice of headphones, the

binaural chain was equalized with appropriate headphone

compensation filters provided by Bernschütz et al. (2012). If

no headphone filters were available in the database, no

equalization was applied, which was the case for two

participants. During the training phase, participants were

instructed to adjust the volume to a comfortable level that

should not change during the experiment. All participants

were asked to perform the test in a room which was as quiet

as possible.

4.2 Data analysis

To evaluate participants’ rating differences between

renderings, we ranked each rendering within each comparison

of stimulus and attribute (by each MUSHRA screen). We then

analyzed the ranks for each rendering using a hierarchical

multivariate ordinal regression under a Bayesian framework.

We combined the data from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,

in order to pool variance estimates across the two experiments.

The multivariate ordinal regression model regressed rendering

rank for both spaciousness and timbre attributes as a function of

included raw rating (MUSHRA points), rendering approach

(BFBR, BSM, sXY, sAB, Ambisonics (N = 2 and N = 4)),

room, array configuration, test signal and all interaction terms

as population-level effects, and subject, trial, room, and subject

group as a varying (group-level) effects, with correlation

estimates for rendering approach and array configuration. The

multilevel nature of our model facilitated partial pooling of

group-level data, and thus parameter estimates. With partial

pooling, the probability of each response choice is modeled for

each participant and the data for all participants also informs the

estimates for each participant (Gelman and Hill, 2006).

In the Bayesian framework, regression models calculate the

distribution of parameter estimates as the posterior distribution.

In this case, our model estimated the posterior distribution of

each rank for each combination of participant, attribute,

rendering approach, test signal, room, and array

configuration, for each Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

iteration. To derive a single estimate of ranking in each

independent variable combination, we calculated the weighted

sum of rankings for each MCMC iteration as follows

Ranki � ∑5
k�1

p k( ) p k( ), (7)

where p is the expected probability of rank k at each iteration i.

In order to evaluate ranking differences between renderings,

we calculated the posterior distribution of differences between

rankings for each MCMC iteration for each independent variable

combination. Ranking difference estimates for which the highest

density credible interval does not include zero are considered

statistically significant differences.

All models were constructed using the Stan programming

language (Carpenter et al., 2017) through the cmdstan (Gabry

andČešnovar, 2021) and brms (Bürkner, 2017, 2018) packages in

R statistical computing software (R Core Team, 2021).

4.3 Results

A graphical overview of the results is presented in Figure 12

in the form of boxplots of the inter-subject variance in the

MUSHRA points for each MUSHRA screen and rated

attribute separately. The plots show that for the timbre

attribute (top) most of the ratings are within the range of the

Ambisonics rendering. An exception is the box for the BFBR

results from the EMA6 in reverberant conditions. Overall, sAB

stereo and BSM achieved the highest median ratings. They are

consequently higher than the median ratings of the Ambisonics

renderings. The results of the spaciousness attribute (bottom)

show that only sAB stereo and BSM were rated similar to or
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higher than the Ambisonics rendering. An interesting

observation is that in the reverberant condition, BSM was

rated significantly better then all other renderings. A similar

trend is shown in the boxplots for the timbre results in the

reverberant condition. Comparing the results of the spaciousness

attribute for the EMA6 and EMA8 with drums shows that the

EMA8 might be favourable for the sAB stereo approach. This

might be due to the microphone distribution.

Median ranks for each rendering and signal, together with

89% credible intervals, are shown in Figure 13. The median

ranks support the findings from the boxplots that sAB and

BSM were rated the best for the timbre attribute. To

investigate how the approaches performed compared to

Ambisonics, the median rank differences between each

rendering and Ambisonics N = 4, together with 89%

credible intervals and asterisks indicating statistically

significant differences, are shown in Figure 14. Visual

inspection reveals that for the spaciousness attribute,

Ambisonics N = 4 was ranked higher than BFBR for

speech with the EMA6 in dry conditions, sAB was ranked

higher with the EMA8 in dry conditions, and BSM was

ranked higher with the EMA6 in reverberant conditions.

For the attribute timbre, sAB was ranked higher for drums

and BSM was ranked higher for both drums and speech. Both

sAB and BSM were also ranked higher with EMA8 in dry

conditions. BSM and sXY were ranked higher with EMA6 in

the reverberant room. BFBR was always ranked in the range

of Ambisonics for the timbre attribute.

The median rank differences (Figure 14) suggests that sAB

and BSM perform the best for the EMAs. Mostly, all rendering

approaches were rated in a similar range as theN = 4 Ambisonics

rendering.

5 EXPERIMENT 2: Glasses
microphone array

5.1 Methods

For the second experiment, we employed array impulse

responses measured in a room with variable acoustics for two

different source positions (loudspeaker one at 23° with a distance

of 2 m, loudspeaker 2 at 325° with a distance of 1.5 m). We used

measurements in dry conditions (RT60 = 0.447 s, at 1 kHz), and

in more reverberant conditions (RT60 = 0.564 s, at 1 kHz). The

measurements were done with the 6-microphone glasses array

described in Section 2.1.2, and for the comparative Ambisonics

renderings with an 8-microphone OctoMic array. The binaural

reference in Experiment 2 was measured with a KEMAR dummy

head. The test signals were the same as for Experiment 1 such that

in total participants again rated eight MUSHRA pages: dry

conditions with loudspeaker 1 (spk 1) and the drums signal,

dry conditions with spk one and speech signal, dry conditions

with spk 2 and drums signal, and the reverberant condition with

spk one and the drums signal. Again, to avoid the experiment

being to long, we only tested a subset of all factor combinations.

FIGURE 12
EXPERIMENT 1: Boxplots of the inter-individual variation in the MUSHRA points for eachMUSHRA page separately. (A) Timbre: dry EMA6 drums,
(B) Timbre: dry EMA6 speech, (C) Timbre: dry EMA8 drums, (D) Timbre: reverberation EMA6 drums, (E) Spaciousness: dry EMA6 drums, (F)
Spaciousness: dry EMA6 speech, (G) Spaciousness: dry EMA8 drums, (H) Spaciousness: reverberation EMA6 drums.
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Since, no headphone compensation filters were available for

the KEMAR dummy head, the second experiment was conducted

without any headphone equalization.

In all other aspects, setup, procedure, and data analysis were

identical to Experiment 1. All 19 subjects, participated in both

experiments.

5.2 Results

A graphical overview of the results is presented in Figure 15

in the form of boxplots of the inter-subject variance in the

MUSHRA points for each MUSHRA page and the timbre and

spaciousness attributes, separately. As the quantitative evaluation

suggests, the glasses array is the more challenging condition.

However, except for the results of the BSM renderings for spk 2,

all timbre ratings are within the range of the Ambisonics results.

For the glasses array, BFBR and sAB seem to perform the best

regarding the timbre. For the spaciousness results, the boxplots

do not indicate any approach as being the best. Only the results

for sXY stereo for spk 2 are notably worse compared to the other

conditions.

Median ranks for each rendering and test signal, together

with 89% credible intervals, are shown in Figure 16.

To investigate how the approaches performed compared to

the Ambisonics renderings Figure 17 shows the median rank

differences between each rendering approach and Ambisonics

N = 2, together with 89% credible intervals and asterisks

indicating statistically significant differences. Visual inspection

reveals that for the spaciousness attribute, Ambisonics N = 2 was

ranked higher than sXY for spk 2 in dry conditions. For the

timbre attribute, BFBR was ranked higher for speech with spk

one in dry conditions and for drums with spk one in reverberant

conditions. Ambisonics N = 2 was ranked higher than BSM with

spk 2 in dry conditions. Median rank differences suggest that in

most cases all renderings were rated similar to the Ambisonics

rendering.

6 General discussion

A primary motivation of the study was to investigate if

capture from non-spherical arrays, together with the

approaches sAB stereo, sXY stereo, BFBR, or BSM, can lead

to auralization that is comparable to the established Ambisonics

chain. Both quantitative and perceptual evaluation suggest that

for EMAs with six and eight microphones, sAB stereo and BSM

performed comparably to, and mostly better than, the fourth-

FIGURE 13
EXPERIMENT 1: Median ranks for each rendering by attribute, array configuration, test signal, and rendering approach. Points represent median
rank and error bars depict the 89% highest density credible interval.
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FIGURE 14
EXPERIMENT 1: Median rank differences between renderings and Ambisonics N =4 by attribute, room, array configuration, and test signal.
Points represent median rank difference and error bars depict the 89% highest density credible interval. Asterisks indicate statistically significant
differences.

FIGURE 15
EXPERIMENT 2: Boxplots of the inter-individual variation in the MUSHRA points for each MUSHRA page separately. (A) Timbre: dry spk1 drums,
(B) Timbre: dry spk1 speech, (C) Timbre: dry spk2 drums, (D) Timbre: reverberation spk1 drums, (E) Spaciousness: dry spk1 drums, (F) Spaciousness:
dry spk1 speech, (G) Spaciousness: dry spk2 drums, (H) Spaciousness: reverberation spk1 drums.
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order Ambisonics reproduction of SMA capture with an

Eigenmike sampling scheme. This is surprising, considering

the increased microphone count 32) of the Eigenmike

compared to the EMA6 and EMA8. For the glasses array with

six microphones, BFBR and sAB stereo performed comparably

only to a second-order Ambisonics reproduction of SMA capture

with an OctoMic. Hence, the glasses array is certainly the more

challenging array configuration; that is also supported by the

quantitative evaluation.

It can be assumed that sAB stereo highly depends on the

location of the microphones; this is supported by the ITD and

ILD analyses. The results of the EMA experiment show that

regarding the spaciousness, microphones at ϕ = 90° and ϕ = 270°

might be advantageous. However, the timbre is not affected by

the microphone position. Furthermore, we could not find any

significant difference in the performance of sAB stereo between

the EMAs and the glasses array.

The listening experiment results show that sXY reproduces

the sound scene with a relatively accurate timbre. However,

sXY stereo does not lead to good spatial reproduction. This

strongly matches the findings from the quantitative

evaluation. sXY cannot restore the correct ITDs and ILDs.

This is, for one thing due to collocation of the beams and for

another due to non-optimal beamforming. MD

beamforming with a small number of microphones

introduces side lobes, which might cause the ITD and ILD

distortions. Moreover, the original XY stereophony employs

microphones with cardioid directivity instead of maximum

directivity.

BFBR was rated better for the glasses array than for the

EMAs; the quantitative evaluation does not clearly supported

this. For example, BFBR has larger magnitude differences for the

glasses array than for the EMAs compared to BSM or

Ambisonics. It might be due to the inconsistent use of the

rating scale. Another explanation could be that for the EMAs

all microphones are in the horizontal plane, leading to a lack of

height information. This does not affect the ITD and ILD analysis

since we only considered horizontal sound incidences but may

affect complex sound scenes, with reflection from all directions.

Furthermore, BFBR assumes far-field sound sources. For the

EMAs, the source distance was 2.4 and 6 m; for the glasses array

1.5 and 2 m. This might further influence the performance of

BFBR. Moreover, it is interesting to mention that BSM behaves in

the opposite way; it was rated better for the EMAs.

Madmoni et al. (2021) investigated the influence of the

microphone distribution on the performance of BSM.

FIGURE 16
EXPERIMENT 2: Median ranks for each rendering by attribute, array configuration, room, test signal, and rendering. Points represent median
rank and error bars depict the 89% highest density credible interval.
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However, they only investigated semi-circular array

configurations. They concluded that for static reproduction,

microphones placed close to the ears are favourable. For

dynamic binaural synthesis, uniformly sampling on a full-

circular array has advantages. Our study did not find any

significant difference between the EMA6 and EMA8. Future

work is suggested to develop design criteria for optimal array

configurations for the BSM method.

sAB has the clear advantage of not being affected by any

undersampling artifacts, such as spatial aliasing. However, it is

the only approach that cannot synthesize binaural signals for

different head orientations in the form evaluated in this paper.

One possible method to adapt the binaural signals is presented in

Nagel et al. (2020) and Nagel and Jax (2021). The authors

proposed a binaural cue adaptation of static binaural

recordings. For this, the recorded signals are divided into

coherent and incoherent components. The coherent

components, which mainly generate the ITDs and ILDs and

are important for spatial perception (Jeffress and Robinson, 1962;

Trahiotis et al., 2001), are then adapted to the listeners’ head

orientation based on a spherical head model. Another approach

would be the MTB method (Algazi et al., 2004), which

interpolates between neighboured microphone signals

according to the listeners’ head orientation.

The significant advantage of sXY stereo is its simplicity; it

does not require HRTF processing, similarly to sAB stereo.

However, sXY stereo does not necessarily require

microphones at the position of the listener’s ears. Binaural

signals for different head orientations could be synthesized by

varying the directions of the XY beams.

The clear benefit of BFBR is that it is the most flexible

approach. Since the sound field is decomposed into different

directional components, it can easily be manipulated. This could

be used to either synthesize different head orientations or amplify

specific directions of the sound field. Moreover, different HRTFs

can easily be integrated since they are not incorporated in the

beamforming coefficients, as with BSM, for example. Moreover,

beamforming plays an important role in consumer devices, for

example, for applications that enhance speech intelligibility.

Overall, BSM seems to reproduce the most accurate binaural

signals. However, the BSM filters already incorporate the HRTFs,

which is why a complete set of BSM filters is required for each

head orientation. Hence, applying dynamic binaural synthesis

would require a large set of beamforming coefficients.

FIGURE 17
EXPERIMENT 2: Median rank differences between renderings and Ambisonics N =2 by attribute, array configuration, room, and test signal.
Points represent median rank differences and error bars depict the 89% highest density credible interval. Asterisks indicate statistically significant
differences.
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This study only focuses on scene-based approaches, i.e., re-

synthesis of the entire captured scene. In future work, it would

also be conceivable to apply parametric approaches, like DiraC

(Pulkki, 2007) or SIRR (Merimaa and Pulkki, 2004). With

beamforming, objects or specific dominant sound sources of

the sound field could be extracted and spatially rendered.

7 Conclusion

We presented a comparison of approaches for the binaural

rendering of capture from equatorial microphone arrays and

capture from a glasses microphone array. A MUSHRA-like

listening experiment applying non-head-tracked binaural

synthesis showed that the approaches have potential to

synthesize spatial sound scenes with similar quality as

Ambisonics renderings from spherical microphone array

capture with a similar number of microphones.

Beamforming-based binaural reproduction with binaural

signal matching and a microphone-based stereo approach

performed the best for equatorial arrays. For the glasses

array, beamforming-based binaural reproduction and

microphone-based stereo performed the best. The results

further suggest that for non-head-tracked binaural

reproduction, the more sophisticated beamforming

approaches (BSM or BFBR) do not outperform the simple

microphone-based stereo approach. Future work is

suggested to investigate how the approaches perform with

head-tracked dynamic binaural reproduction. Moreover, in

the current study, we only focused on sound sources in the

horizontal plane. The performance of the approaches with

elevated sound sources or vertical head movements needs to

be investigated in future work.
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